- Slow practice makes for quick progress
- Increase tempo incrementally over time
- Record yourself daily!
- Email Dr. Swoboda or one of the TAs if you have any questions
- Play for others as frequently as you can
- Practice with metronomes, drones, and recordings
- Be prepared to play in a large room; practice rooms can be deceiving
- About a week out, start running everything in mock auditions and switch up the order!

Recommended Recordings:

**Orchestral:**

**Prokofiev Symphony No. 5:**
Pokorny: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F6tvqRBkGa8](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F6tvqRBkGa8)

**Ride of the Valkyries:**
Pokorny: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W_TjeODELGk](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W_TjeODELGk)
Metropolitan Opera Orchestra: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xerwBiu4QfQ](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xerwBiu4QfQ)

**Jupiter 8m. before 17 – 8m. after 17 Only:**
Pokorny: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HO10ZkDTkYY](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HO10ZkDTkYY)
BBC Symphony Orchestra: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BUM_zT3YKHs](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BUM_zT3YKHs)

**American in Paris Solo:**
Pokorny: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U8vyx5tJweGQ](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U8vyx5tJweGQ)
New York Philharmonic/Bernstein: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Ht62_udgEl](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Ht62_udgEl)

**Brahms 2 O:**
STS: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dNj0-buaQzA](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dNj0-buaQzA)
Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nrdXhbbUGDc](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nrdXhbbUGDc)

**Band:**

**Low Etude IV:**
Joseph Guimaraes: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wLNWV81VSwO](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wLNWV81VSwO)
Placencia: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FxinPTR-RtY](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FxinPTR-RtY)

**Les Preludes Pickup to m. 20 – 3 after B:**
Pick your favorite premiere band, you will be asked about it in your lesson!
Placencia: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZOMJxOwLB-4](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZOMJxOwLB-4)
Hindemith Symphony in Bb I:
Pick your favorite premiere band, you will be asked about it in your lesson!
Placencia: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1l9QtfedxAI

Stars and Stripes:
Pick your favorite premiere band, you will be asked about it in your lesson!
Placencia: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zn-CLWWFuco

Lincolnshire Posy Rufford Park Poachers:
Pick your favorite premiere band, you will be asked about it in your lesson!
Placencia: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kp9RQmcGYvY
WAGNER | Ride of the Valkyries

Tuba | Pickup to 11 – 5m. after 12
Jupiter: 8n. before 17 - 8m. after 17

Gershwin - An American in Paris

67 - 68

Tuba
Snedecor: Etude #4 from Low Etudes for Tuba

Andante - quasi rubato

Poco più mosso

Tempo I°
Sousa: *The Stars and Stripes Forever* (1) (play both endings)